Commercial Disputes and the New National Arbitration Center

Being able to resolve commercial disputes quickly, easily and efficiently is important to give business the confidence it needs to invest and expand. Unfortunately this is often difficult in Cambodia where both formal and informal systems of dispute resolution are not well developed. Going to court is rarely considered viable by entrepreneurs, but other informal dispute resolution options also have major flaws. Consequently, many businesses choose to ‘cut their losses’ and walk away from disputes rather than pursue their legal rights and entitlements.

One step that the Royal Government of Cambodia is taking to improve Cambodia’s commercial dispute resolution system is to introduce commercial arbitration, and currently several development partners are helping the Ministry of Commerce to consider establishing a National Arbitration Center. This should be a positive step. The experience of many countries, including those with sound judicial systems, is that the introduction of commercial Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) mechanisms helps improve the business environment by making it easier and more effective for businesses to resolve disputes. If established however, it will be particularly important that the Center is fair, independent, efficient and effective from its first day of operation in order to generate demand for its services and build the trust of the business community.

The concept and practice of arbitration are culturally well understood in Cambodia. One of Cambodia’s most successful legal reforms is the Arbitration Council, a labor arbitration center that has been highly effective at resolving labor disputes since it was established in 2003. The Arbitration Council demonstrates that it is possible to establish a high quality ADR institution in Cambodia that is effective and corruption-free, and provides an indication that the business community may be willing to use arbitration (and mediation) to resolve commercial disputes.

Why Being Able to Resolve Commercial Disputes is Important

Business is always about balancing risk against potential reward. However, when the business environment is unstable or unpredictable, measuring risks and rewards becomes more difficult. For this reason having a sound legal system that provides clarity and a platform to conduct business is important to promote investment and economic growth. Countries with poor legal systems and weak or complicated commercial dispute resolution mechanisms tend to have slower rates of growth, than they would if their legal system worked better. This is because

---

1 This Business Issues Bulletin outlines key research findings from as yet unpublished research on commercial disputes in Cambodia’s five largest cities carried out by IFC-MPDF. The research was conducted with a wide variety of businesses ranging in size from multi-nationals to sole traders, but predominantly focused on Khmer owned and managed businesses.

2 Article 10 of the Law on Commercial Arbitration (enacted March 2006) requires the Ministry of Commerce to establish a National Arbitration Center for the resolution of commercial disputes. Both IFC-MPDF and the Asian Development Bank are assisting the government to consider the possibility.

3 ADR usually refers to either mediation or arbitration, or some combination of the two. Business Issues Bulletin #9 (2006), focused on ADR, and copies of this Bulletin are available from IFC-MPDF.

4 There is strong evidence that countries which have weak legal systems and/or poor commercial dispute resolution systems have slower rates of growth than they would have if their legal system worked better. There is also strong evidence that improving the legal and commercial regulatory environment is likely to provide a significant and measurable benefit to rates of economic growth. See for example, the World Bank Doing Business Reports or, ‘Courts’ - S. Djankov, R. La Porta, F. Lopez-de-Silanes, A. Shleifer, Quarterly Journal of Economics (May 2003).
businesses are more reluctant to enter into contracts or commercial arrangements when they lack confidence that they will be enforced by the legal system, which in turn tends to lead to slower growth and distortions in investment activity.

In Cambodia's case although it is very positive that economic growth has been strong for several years, a better legal system may have encouraged a wider range, and perhaps even a higher rate, of investment than occurred. Looking to the future, improving Cambodia's commercial dispute resolution systems and its legal system generally will be important for Cambodia to maintain its impressive growth over the long-term, and it is why the introduction of commercial ADR is a positive step.

**Resolving Commercial Disputes – What Do Businesses Currently Do?**

In the event of a commercial dispute, Cambodian businesses usually perceive that they have a limited range of dispute resolution options, which include: negotiation; applying informal pressure via a powerful third-party (a patron); or going to court. Confronted by these choices, businesses frequently choose to walk away from a dispute (or to accept a poor settlement) rather than to take further action such as calling on the assistance of a third party or going to court.

Negotiation is the first step Cambodian businesses usually take to resolve a dispute, and most businesses say that the lack of effective and reliable alternatives makes negotiation the best (and often the only) way to achieve a satisfactory result. Many businesses also say that for less serious disputes when negotiation fails it is generally better to ‘cut your losses’ and walk away from a dispute than to incur the additional money and time costs associated with going to court or enlisting the help of a third party patron.

In recent interviews with IFC-MPDF, businesses said they rarely consider going to court a worthwhile method to resolve commercial disputes, and almost every business leader interviewed stated that they would not consider doing so unless it was absolutely unavoidable. Indeed it is quite rare to find a business that has ever taken a commercial dispute to court, and many businesses (particularly smaller ones) say that they would not normally even consider going to court. Every business owner perceived the legal system to be flawed, slow, expensive and unfair. It appears that these negative perceptions are so strong and widespread that even if the court system were to improve considerably it would still take many years to repair the business community's damaged confidence and trust.

Rather than going to court, most businesses say they would consider turning to an influential and powerful third party (such as a government official or other authority figure) to help resolve a dispute. Relationships of patronage are a longstanding feature of Cambodian culture and there are consistent reports that even Cambodia's largest businesses prefer to have commercial disputes privately and informally arbitrated by a third party rather than go to court. Outside Phnom Penh, a significant number of businesses report that provincial or commune leaders often act as dispute mediators. Generally, businesses say that when a patron provides dispute resolution assistance it comes at a high price, both in dollars and in terms of reciprocal obligations. Although businesses report a preference for using third-party patrons rather than going to court, in practice most businesses say they would be highly reluctant to use a third-party patron as they believe the likely costs would generally outweigh the somewhat unpredictable benefits of such assistance.

**Making the National Arbitration Center a Success**

We all want a National Arbitration Center that operates robustly in the interests of the private sector and the country. Involvement of the private sector in the design of the Center through consultation will encourage businesses to use the services offered by the center, and this will be one of the keys to making the Center a success.

**Mr. Eric Haythorne,**
**Lead Legal Counsel, World Bank Group**

In compliance with the spirit of the Law on Commercial Arbitration (2006) the Ministry of Commerce has recently begun consulting with the private sector and other stakeholders on the sub-decree and the design of the National Arbitration Center, and IFC’s international experience establishing ADR institutions indicates that this initial design and establishment phase requires careful consideration and planning if the Center is to succeed. Based on IFC’s experience a number of key success factors are detailed below.

- **The Center meets private sector needs**

The National Arbitration Center is intended to be an institution for the private sector. However, unless the private sector is genuinely consulted and is able to provide input to its design and operation, it is unlikely that the Center will effectively meet private sector needs. Because the Center will rely on voluntary demand for its services, failure to meet the needs of the private sector would threaten its viability as business would be reluctant to use it. The Ministry of Commerce has indicated that the business community will have the opportunity to provide meaningful input throughout the design and establishment of the Center, and especially for the sub-decree that will establish and describe how it is to operate. The Ministry’s determination to involve the private sector is very positive and should also help to generate awareness and build confidence in the Center.
• Independence

In my opinion, an arbitration center needs to be independent and free of corruption if it is to be a success and to benefit business. A center run by the private sector would be most appropriate because it would help ensure independence from the government, and reduce the risk of corruption. Having high quality staff is also important and recruiting effective staff by providing competitive salaries will be vital to the Center’s success.

H.E. Nguon Meng Tech,
Director General of the Phnom Penh Chamber of Commerce

The National Arbitration Center must have a good reputation for independence if it is to generate demand from the business community for its services, and businesses should ensure that the Center is completely independent and impartial. It would be unwilling to use it. An important signal of the Center’s independence will be the Government’s public withdrawal from any active or indirect participation in the Center’s management and operations once it is operational.

• Well governed and well managed

The National Arbitration Center needs to be well governed and well managed in order to inspire the confidence of the private sector. Checks and balances are necessary to ensure that the Center’s Board of Directors is answerable to its members, and that effective rules and systems exist to ensure sound day-to-day management. A sensible balance needs to be struck between the governance role of the Board and the day-to-day management of the Secretariat that will be responsible for practical but vital matters such as case management, assessment of membership applications, and public relations. It is important that written procedures and policies guide the Center’s actions and that decisions are always properly justified.

• Respected, high quality arbitrators

For the National Arbitration Center to be a success, the most important thing is that arbitrators must be highly qualified and their decisions must be fair. Businesses who bring disputes to the Center must be satisfied that its decisions are fair, reasonable, and uphold the law. This will promote compliance with decisions and reduce the chance of appeals. In time, making good decisions will build the Center’s reputation and give the private sector greater confidence in the NAC’s services.

H.E. Mao Thora,
Under Secretary of State, Ministry of Commerce

The heart of any good legal institution is the quality of its decision-making. Arbitrators must be independent, and the people who are initially selected as arbitrators must be the very best available in Cambodia. Preference should be given to those who already have arbitration experience or have experience working in commercial law and in business. A wide range of people should be selected for the first group of arbitrators to demonstrate independence and competence. If the initial selection results in a narrow pool of arbitrators, there is a high risk that the institution will be perceived to be comprised of poor quality arbitrators or ‘stacked’ with arbitrators who lack independence.

We should work step by step to establish the National Arbitration Center to make sure that good arbitrators are in place, and that the reputation of the center is sound. One of the ways to promote the Center and encourage the right people to register as arbitrators may be to find international arbitrators to become members of the Center.

Mr. Tan Siah Yong,
ADB Consultant assisting the Ministry of Commerce to establish the National Arbitration Center, and partner, Piah, Tan & Partners (Singapore)

The Center also needs good, impartial systems to ensure that any qualified person can easily become an arbitrator, and that there is no discrimination for, or against, applications to become an arbitrator. Any decision to reject an application to become an arbitrator must be made in writing with proper justification for its rejection.

An advantage of arbitration over the court system is that businesses can choose their own arbitrator(s). This provides some protection from flawed or inexperienced arbitrators, and helps ensure confidence in the ADR institution. For this reason, it is necessary to make it easy for the parties involved in a dispute to choose their own arbitrator(s), including arbitrators from other countries such as Thailand or Singapore, provided they are suitably qualified.

The success of the National Arbitration Center depends on many factors. One important factor is to ensure that arbitrators are independent. I think that a code of ethics for arbitrators would contribute to ensuring that they remain impartial when making decisions.

Mr. Ly Tayseng,
Secretary General of the Bar Association of Cambodia

Arbitrators need training opportunities from local and international trainers. It is important that training be ongoing and compulsory for any registered arbitrator to ensure that the Center keeps improving its standards over time.

• Published decisions

Publicizing arbitral decisions would promote confidence in the National Arbitration Center, help ensure that dispute resolution is fair and assist to reduce the likelihood that one of the parties may appeal an arbitral decision to court. One of the ways in which the Arbitration Coun-
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Mr. Prom Visoth, Senior Vice President and Head of Legal Division, ACLEDA Bank Plc.
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